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The Associdtion publishes its Yearbook on an annual basis, every spring. The
chair¡iïan and, the secretary for the preceding year are resp-onsible for the
publication of the Yearbook. Every article is refereed by at least two anon¡rmous
referees. The author(s) of each article will receive 30 offprints per article.

The deadline for contributions is the 15th of March every year. The maximum
length of an article is 15 pages, that of a squib three pages. The contribution has to
be neatly typed or a letter-quality computer printout. The requested page size is
A4, which will be reduced, so that the final product is 45. Because of the reduction,
small letter-sizes should be avoided.

Contributions should be written in an international conference languags (English,
German or French). References should follow the Style Sheet of the Linguistic
Society of America, as used in Language. The following information should be

stated at the top of the flrst page of the article: (1) the title of the contribution, (2)

the name(s) of the author(s), and (3) the author's/authors'affiliation(s).

The spacing between lines should be 1,5 or equivalent. The top and bottom margins
should be 4 cm, the right and left margins 3 cm. Page numbers should only be

indicated in pencil at the back ofeach page.

Cont¡ibutions should be sent to ihe Secretary o.f the Association:
KristiinaJokinen 
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PREFACE

One of the linguistic highlight of 1989 in Finland was undoubtedly the
Seminar on the Lexicon rvhich the Linguistic Association of FinÌand organized
at the Espoon SäästOpankkiopisto in October, 27.-28.1989. The seminar was
sponsored by the Academy ofFinland and IBM Finland. It concentrated on the
problems that a rich and formal lexicon creates from the point olview of the
grammar as a whole: what is the relation between the lexicon and other
components of a grammar; what is the role of the lexicon in the interaction of
morphology and syntax; what kind of informalion should bc encoded intrr
lexjcal entries; how is lexical inlormation exploi.ted in natural language
analysis, especially in machine translation?

The lexicon has received a lot of interest during the past few years. The reason
is not just that the lexicon is a neglected area of linguistic research, but also
that the role of the lexicon in different grammar formalisms has changed. The
lexicon is no longer regarded as an appendix to the grammar, but as a central
part of the overall organization of the grammar. Also naturai language
prot-essing has emphasized the importance of the lexicon as part of differen¡ AI
applications (machine translation, query systems, user interface, etc.).
iìesearch on lexical information is also carried out with respect io the
developmentofmachine readable dictionaries, and large-scale lexica.

The present Yearbook contains revised versions of many of the papers that
were read at the Lexicon Seminar. Of the thirteen presentat-ions, four have
already been published elsewhere. Versions ol bhe papers by Jo Calder (Centre
for Cognitive Science, Edinburgh) The Role of Defaults in Línguistic DescrLp-
tion and, Paradigrnatic Morphology are published in the Proceedi rgs of the
Fourth Conlerence of the European Cha¡ter of the Association for Conrputa-
tional Linguistics, and the papers by Judith. Klauans (IÌJ\,I T. J. \\:"tsc,n
Reseach Center), Parsing and Extracting Leúcal Information from Machine
Readable Dictionaries and Build,ing a Bilingual Lexicon fronr IVRD's and
corpora: The Case of Mouement Verås have been subsumed in a number cf
recent articles that she has co-authored with other mernliers Lrf the IBfI
research group, e.g. in the Proceedings of the International Joint Conference
on Artificial Inlelligence. Ktmmo Koslzennien¿i's (Research Unit lor Computa-
tional Linguistics) paper Finite-State Surface Parsing and D¿sambiguation
and Fred Korl.sso¿'s (Research Unit lor Computational Linguistics) paper
Leticon and Constraint Grammar will be oublished in the Proceedings of the
13th International Computational Linguistic Conference (COl,I)iG'90), which
willbe held in August 1990 in Helsinki.

In adclition to the papers on the lexicon, and in confornrity with Lrur gener¿tl
policy, .SKY 1990 also contains contributions in other are¿.ìs of lingrìistics. They



have been chosen from the articles submitted to the editorial boartl according

to the principles described in the Editors' Department at the end ofthe book.

Perhaps the most important change in SKY 1990, as compared to previous

Yearbooks, is that we have decided only to publish contributions in

international conference languages. This attempt to reach a wider audient'e

has naturally forced the editors to be more than ever concerned about thc

scientific quatity of our publication. we would especially like to thank the

anonyrnous referees for their help in pursuing this aim.

KristiinaJokinen

Jan-Ola Östman


